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The invention relates to automatic control de 
vices for the electrical systems of automotive ve 
hicles, and has for its principal object the pro 
vision of a relatively simple and inexpensive ap 
paratus for controlling certain of the electrical 
circuits with which such vehicles are commonly 
provided, whereby in case the operator leaves the 
vehicle Without cutting off the engine, lights 
and/or current-consuming accessories, the cir 
cuits thereof will be automatically broken after 
a short predetermined interval and damage to 
the battery, engine and/or accessories avoided. 
The apparatus also includes means whereby it 

will be caused to instantly break the said ve 
hicle circuits in the event of upset of the vehicle, 
thus reducing the danger of fire resulting from 
the ignition of spilled fuel by electrical sparks; 
and in one of its forms, upset of the vehicle will 
render the apparatus and the circuits it controls 
Wholly inoperative until an intentional manual 
act has been performed in connection with it, 
Whereby should the vehicle be righted after an 
upset, or right itself, it can not be driven until 
Such manual act has been executed. 
To the above ends, the invention resides in the 

novel combinations and arrangements of electri 
cal Switches, relays and circuits more fully here 
inafter described and particularly pointed out in 
the appended claims. 

In the accompanying drawing forming a part 
of this Specification, in which like reference 
characters designate like parts throughout the 
views: 

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view showing the 
relays, Switches and connections constituting one 
form of the invention, as incorporated into a 
typical electrical system of a present day auto 
mobile for the above indicated control thereof; 
and 

Fig. 2 is a similar view illustrating another 
form of the apparatus. 

Referring more especially to Fig. of said 
drawing, 5 designates the operator's seat, 6 the 
Storage battery, the electric generator, and 8 
the voltage regulator and cut-out for said gen 
erator, with which substantially all motor ve 
hicles of the gasoline engine propelled type are 
now provided. One terminal of the battery 6 is 
grounded by a conductor 9 while the other ter 
minal is connected by a lead 0 to one terminal 
fa of an ammeter if, from the other terminal 
lb of which extends a lead 2 adapted to supply 
current to the ignition system, lights, horn and 
other electrical accessories of the vehicle. A wire 
f3 connects the ammeter terminal i b with the 
"generator cut-out' terminal 4 of the voltage 
regulator 8, while the terminal 5 of such regul 
lator is connected by a wire 6 to one of the 
brushes of the generator T, the other brush of 
which is grounded as at 7. The field coil 8 of 
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the generator is connected to the first mentioned 
brush by a wire 9, and to the terminal 20 of 
the voltage regulator by a wire 2. The field coil 
circuits within this regulator are grounded in the 
conventional manner, as indicated at 22; and as 
all of the apparatus thus far referred to is well 
known and in itself forms no part of the inven 
tion, it need not be described in greater detail. 

In the form shown in Fig. 1, the apparatus 
constituting the present invention comprises a 
three-pole electromagnetically operated relay 25, 
a retarded action SWitch or relay 26 (here shown 
for illustrative purposes as of the thermostatic 
type) and a mercury or equivalent position-oper 
able Switch 2, all of which elements preferably 
are aSSembled and housed as a unit for ready 
mounting on the dashboard or the like of the 
vehicle. In addition thereto, there is a single 
pole two-position switch 28 adapted to be as 
sociated with the vehicle seat 5 for actuation 
thereby to alternatively make circuit through its 
contacts 29 and 30 in response to the presence 
and absence of the operator in driving position 
on the seat; also, a three-pole manually operable 
SWitch 3, and a pilot or indicating lamp 32, 
Which two latter elements preferably are mount 
ed on the instrument panel of the vehicle. 
The relay 25 comprises an electromagnet, 33 

and three armatures 34, 35 and 36 operable 
thereby in the usual and Well known manner. 
For convenience and clarity in illustration the 
arnature 34 has been shown at One end of the 
magnet coil 33 and the armatures 35 and 36 at 
the other end thereof, although in practice all 
of the armatures are or may be located at one 
end. The armature 34 is connected to the lead 
2 from the ammeter, and is adapted to make and 

break circuit with a contact 3 from which ex 
tends a Wire f 2d leading to the ignition System, 
lights, horn, etc. The armature 34 and its con 
tact thus are disposed so as to control the sup 
ply of current to the ignition and accessories re 
gardleSS of Whether such current is being fur 
nished by the battery 6 through lead 10, or by the 
generator 7 through the wire 6, voltage regul 
lator 8 and wire f3. 
Current is supplied to the coil 33 of relay 25 

by a circuit comprising a wire 40 connected to 
the battery lead 0, mercury Switch 27, wire 4, 
blade 42 and contact 30 of the seat-controlled 
Switch 28, and wire 43. The other side of the 
relay coil is grounded, as indicated at 44; and the 
mercury SWitch 27 is So positioned that the cir 
cuit therethrough will be closed when the vehicle 
is in its normal upright position, and broken in 
case of an upset. 
From What has been thus far described, it will 

be readily understood that when the operator is 
Occupying the seat 5, whereby the Switch blade 
42 of the Seat Switch 28 is engaged with the con 
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tact 39, current from battery 6 will flow along 
lead 9, wire 4C, through mercury SWitch 2, 
along wire & !, switch blade 42, contact 39 and 
wire 43 to the magnet coil 33, thus energizing the 
relay 25 and causing its armature 34 to engage 
contact 3, which permits current to flow from 
lead 8 through ammeter and along wires 2 
and 2a to the ignition system, lights, horn, etc. 
for the functioning of such elements in the usual 
manner. When the vehicle engine has been 
started and attains a speed sufficient to cauSe the 
generator cut-out of the voltage regulator 8 to 
close, whereby the generator takes over the load, 
generator current will flow from said cut-out 
along wire f3, through animeter and along 
lead ( 0 to wire 4, and thus So long as the Oper 
ator remains on the seat 5 the vehicle motor, 
lights and accessories may be operated in the 
normal manner, irrespective of whether the cur 
rent therefor is being supplied by the battery Cr 
by the generator. However, should the operator 
leave his position on the seat 5, the SWitch blade 
42 Will break circuit. With the contact 3) thereby 
opening the main energizing circuit of the relay 
coil 33 and causing the armature 34 to open the 
“hot lead' circuit at the contact 3. Thus, park 
ing or leaving the vehicle unattended with the 
engine running, lights On, and/or radio, heater Or 
other accessories operating, will be prevented and 
likelihood of damage to the battery and/or en 
gine from such cause substantially eliminated. 
Should an upset occur while the operator is 

occupying the seats 5 and the coil circuit of the 
relay 25 is energized, the chances are that the 
seat Switch 28 Will be opened, but in any event 
the upset will cause the mercury switch. 2 to 
break such circuit whereby the relay armature 34 
will open its circuit, thereby cutting off the en 
gine ignition, lights, etc. and minimizing the 
danger of fire from the igniting of spilled gaso 
lene. 

In the operation of most motor vehicles it 
is desirable that the operator be able to leave 
the seat 5 for short periods of time withoutbreak 
ing the circuits controlled by the relay 25. To 
provide for Such contingency, additional circuits 
including the relay armatures 35 and 36, and 
the thermostatic or equivalent retarded action 
relay or Switch 26, are employed to produce a 
time lag in de-energization of the coil 33 of relay 
25 and opening of the circuit of its armature 34 
when the seat switch 28 is opened as a result 
of the operator leaving the seat. 
To this end, the contact 45 associated with 

the armature 35 of the relay is joined at 46 to 
the wire 43 which Supplies current to the relay 
coil 33, and the said armature is connected by a 
Wire 4 to the thermally operable element 48 of 
the relay or switch 28, which element at normal 
temperatures is in engagement with a contact 
49 that is connected by a wire 50 to the Wire 4f. 
The armature. 36 of relay 25 is grounded as at 
44, and the contact 5 associated with such arma 
ture is connected by a wire 52 to one end of the 
resistance or heater element 53 of the thermo 
static SWitch 26. The other end of Such element 
is joined by a wire 54 to a contact 55 of the 
three-pole manually operable Switch 3i, which 
contact is engageable by a biade 56 of such Switch 
that in turn is connected by a wire 57 to the 
contact 29 of the seat-operable Switch 28. 
With the relays 25 and 26 arranged and con 

nected as just described, they function as follows: 
When the operator assumes his position on the 

seat 5, thereby causing Switch arm 42 to engage 
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contact 30 and energize relay 25 as above Set 
forth, the armatures 35 and 36 of such relay 
will close circuit with their respective contacts 
45 and 5. Closing of the circuit through arma 
ture 35 and contact 45 completes a shunt circuit 
around the seat switch 28, for current may now 
flow from wire 4 along wire 50, contact 49, ther 
mostatic switch element 48, wire 47, armature 
35 and contact 45 to wire 43 and coil 33. It 
follows that when this shunt circuit has been 
thus established, the main energizing circuit of 
the coil 33 may be broken at the Seat SWitch 
28 (through the operator leaving the Seat) With 
out de-energizing the relay 25, for its coil Will 
be fed through the shunt. 

However, engagement of the relay armature 
36 with its contact 5 has grounded the wire 52 
leading from One side of the heating element 53 
of thermostatic switch 26, although no current 
will flow to such heating element. So long as ve 
hicle seat 5 is occupied since the heater circuit 
is open at contact 29 of the seat SWitch. But 
when the operator leaves the seat, whereby switch 
arm 42 moves from contact 30 to contact 29, cur 
rent will flow through said Switch arm and con 
tact 29, wire 57, blade 56 of manual switch 31, 
contact 55 thereof, and wire 54 to the heating 
element 53. After a predetermined interval, 
heat from element 53 causes the thermally re 
sponsive element 48 of switch 26 to open the 
shunt circuit of relay coil 33 at contact 49, and 
as the main energizing circuit of said coil has 
already been broken at the seat switch 28, the 
relay 25 will be de-energized and its several arma 
ture circuits opened. Breaking of the heater cir 
cuit at contact 5 of relay 25 causes the heater 
element 53 to cool down, permitting the thermally 
responsive member 48 associated with such ele 
ment to re-engage contact 49 of the shunt circuit, 
but this circuit is now broken at contact 45 of 
relay 25 and thus the device can only be reacti 
wated through depression of the seat switch 28 
to re-engage its arm 42 with contact 39. . 

It will thus be apparent that the operator may 
leave the seat 5 for relatively short periods with 
out de-activation of the ignition, lighting and ac 
cessory circuits of the vehicle, but that if he 
remains away for a time longer than it takes 
for the thermostatic switch 26 to function, said 
circuits will be automatically broken and damage 
to the mechanical and/or electrical apparatus of 
the vehicle avoided. 
The manual switch 3 is provided primarily to 

permit of the relay 25 being energized regardless 
of occupancy of the seat 5, SO that the vehicle 
engine and/or accessories may be operated for in 
spection, testing, repair and the like. The blades 
58 and 59 of this switch are supplied with cur 
rent from the Wire 4 by means of a wire 60, and 
are adapted to engage with contactS 6i and 62 
respectively, the latter of which is connected to 
wire 43 by a wire 63. Wire 60, switch blade 59, 
contact 62 and wire 63 provide a manually con 
trolled shunt about seat switch 28, whereby the 
relay 25 may be energized and deemergized in 
dependently of said seat switch. Contact 6 of 
the manual switch 31 is joined to the pilot or 
indicating lamp 32 by a wire 64, the other side of 
said lamp being grounded as at 65. a 
When the manual switch 3 is moved to cause 

its blades 58 and 59 to close their circuits, the 
relay 25 will be energized (even though the seat 
switch 28 be open) by current flowing from wire 
4 along Wire 69, Switch blade '59, contact 62, Wire 

: 63 and Wire 43 to the relay coil 33, and thus the 
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“hot lead' circuit 2, 2a will be closed by arma 
ture S4 and contact 37. At the same time current 
from wire 60 will pass through switch blade 58, 
contact 6f and wire 64 to lamp 32, thus giving 
a visible indication on the instrument panel that 
the manual control is in use and that the device 
is not in condition to function automatically. At 
this time the blade 56 of Switch 3 has broken 
the circuit to the heater element 53 of the ther 
mostatic Switch 26 at contact 55, this being done 
to prevent unnecessary use of and current con 
Sumption by the heater element. 

Instead of controlling the ignition, lighting and 
accessory circuits at a point beyond the am 
meter as in Fig. , it may sometimes be desirable 
to effect the control ahead of such instrument 
Since, particularly in the case of installation of 
the device on vehicles already in use, it may be 
more convenient to cut the apparatus into the 
established vehicle circuits at such point. This 
however, requires separate although simultaneous 
control of both the current Supplied by the bat 
tery and that Supplied by the generator, since if 
the current from only one of Such sources be 
controlled, the device will fail to perform its in 
tended function if the speed of the vehicle engine 
be such that through the action of the generator 
cut-out the current to the vehicle circuits is being 
furnished by the other of Said sources at that 
time. Control of the generator current may be 
effected in either the generator output lead ol 
in the generator field coil circuit. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a form of the invention Suit 
able for this type of use, and it also shows an 
alternative arrangement for effecting de-ener 
gization of the relays and opening of the vehicle 
circuits in case of an upset. 
As here shown, the battery 6, generator 7, volt 

age regulator 8 and animeter of the conven 
tional vehicle electrical system are present as 
before, aS are also the thermostatic switch 26 
and Seat-operable Switch 28 of the present in 
vention. However, the relay mechanism of this 
form of the device comprises a double-pole re 
lay 70 having a coil it and armatures 2 and 3 
Operable thereby, and a second double-pole re 
lay T5 having a coil 16 and armatures 77 and 78 
associated therewith. One Side of each of these 
relay coils is grounded as indicated at 79 and 
80, while their other sides are connected together 
by a wire 8 to which current may be fed by the 
wire 43 leading from the contact 30 of the Seat 
SWitch 28. The Wires 40 and 4 conduct current 
from the battery lead 0 to the blade 42 of the 
Seat Switch 28 as in the preceding form; however, 
in this case the said battery lead is connected to 
armature 3 of relay T0, which armature has a 
contact 82 associated with it from which a lead 
0' extends to the terminal at of the amneter 
f. Also in this case, the wire 2 leading from 

the generator field coil 8 is connected to the 
armature 2 of Said relay 0, which armature is 
adapted to coact with a contact 83 from which a 
Wire 2' extends to the terminal 20 of the Volt 
age regulator 8. The armatures TT and 78 of 
the relay 75 function in precisely the same man 
ner as did the armatures 35 and 36 in Fig. 1, i. e., 
the armature TT and its associated contact 84 
control the heater circuit of the thermoStatic 
Switch 26, while the armature 78 and its aSSoci 
ated contact 85 control the automatic shunt cir 
cuit which includes the thermally responsive 
member 48 of Said Switch. 
The functioning of this form of the device is 

much the same as that shown in Fig. 1, the prin 
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6 
cipal difference being that here, when the relays 
O and 5 are de-energized as a result of the Op 

erator leaving Seat 5 and the Subsequent opening 
of the shunt circuit at thermostatic Switch con 
tact 49, the current flowing from the battery 6 
to the "hot lead' 2 is interrupted ahead of the 
ammeter (at contact 82) instead of beyond it as 
in Fig. 1, and simultaneously therewith the field 
coil circuit of the generator is opened at con 
tact 83 thus reducing the generator output to 
Zero and preventing it from continuing to furnish 
current to “hot lead’ 2 through wire 3. Ob 
viously, this latter result could likewise be at 
tained by having the control 72, 83 in the gen 
erator output wire 6 instead of in the field coil 
circuit wire 2, if desired. 
The means shown in Fig. 2 for effecting de 

energization of the relays 70 and 75 in case of an 
upset of the vehicle comprises a mercury or sin 
ilar position-operable switch 90 so disposed as to 
be normally open, as distinguished from the nor 
mally closed Switch 27 shown in Fig. 1. One ter 
nina of the Switch 90 is connected to the wire 
4 by a wire 9, while the other terminal is 
grounded as at 92; and a fuse 93 connects the 
wires 40 and 4 ahead of the juncture of the 
latter with Switch Wire 9. In case of an upset 
of the vehicle the Switch 90 will be closed there 
by, thus short-circuiting the wires 40, 4 and 9 
to ground 92 and causing rupture of the fuse 93, 
and since the wires 40 and 4 constitute the Sup 
ply lead to the relays. T) and 75 regardless of 
whether the current is being furnished thereto 
by the battery or by the generator, blowing of the 
fuse 93 will cause de-energization of the said 
relayS and immediate Opening of their several 
armature circuits. Obviously, rupture of the fuse 
93 will prevent reactivation of the device until 
a new fuse has been Substituted for the one which 
has blown, and thus even though the vehicle be 
righted, or right itself, following an upset it can 
not be driven until the blown fuse 93 has been 
manually replaced. 
The manual switch 3, indicating lamp 32, and 

their connections have not been shown in Fig. 2 
since as above indicated, their function is merely 
to enable manual activation of the device for the 
purpose of testing and/or repair of the vehicle 
instrumentalities; however, it will be readily un 
derstood that if desired, these elements may be 
included in this form of the apparatus, in the 
Sane relative positions shown in Fig. 1. It will 
also be understood that the alternatively shown 
upset controls 27 and 90, 93 may be used inter 
changeably in the two forms of the device; and 
in some cases, both may be used. 

It will further be apparent that while two Sep 
arate relays T0 and T5 have been shown in Fig. 2, 
since they always function simultaneously, a 
Single four-pole relay might be substituted there 
for. Also, that while the retarded action Switch 
26 has been illustrated and described as being 
of the thermostatic type, any other equivalent 
delayed action switch may be used in lieuthereof. 
What is claimed is: 
i. In an automatic control apparatuS for the 

electrical System of a motor Vehicle, the Con 
bination of relay mechanism comprising a plur 
rality of normally open pairs of electrical con 
tacts, and electromagnetic means arranged upon 
energization to close all of said pairs of Con 
tacts simultaneously, one of the contacts of One 
of said pairs being connectible to a Source of 
current for the System and the other contact 
of such pair being connectible to the ignition, 
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lighting and accessory circuit lead of the System; 
a two-position seat-operable switch having a 
Contact at each position and a blade member 
alternatively engageable with such contacts ac 
COrding to Whether the seat is occupied or un 
occupied; a main energizing circuit connected 
to Said blade member and to said electromagnetic 
means for Supplying current to the latter from 
Said Source, Said circuit including that contact 
of the seat-operable switch which is engaged by 
the blade member thereof When the seat is oc 
cupied; means for delaying de-energization of 
Said electromagnetic ineans and thereby the 
Opening of Said ignition, lighting and accessory 
circuit.S for a determined interval after the seat 
is vacated and Said main energizing circuit, thus 
Opened by the Seat-operable Switch, such delay 
ing means comprising a retarded action switch 
having a pair of normally closed contacts and 
actuating means for effecting a delayed opening 
thereof; a shunt circuit around said seat-oper 
able Switch, fed by said main energizing circuit 
and connectible to said electromagnetic means 
Whereby to Supply current thereto from said 
Source, Such shunt circuit including said coin 
tacts of the retarded action switch and a second 
pair of Said relay contacts; and an actuating 
circuit for Supplying current from said main en 
ergizing circuit to said retarded action Switch, 
Such actuating circuit including a third pair of : 
Said relay contacts, the actuating means for such 
SWitch, and that contact of the seat-operable 
switch which is engaged by the blade member 
thereof when the seat is vacant. 

2. Automatic control apparatus as recited in 
claim 1, having in combination therewith a sec 
Ond shunt circuit around said seat-operable 
SWitch, also arranged to supply current from 
Said Source to the electromagnetic means of the 
relay mechanism; and simultaneously manually 
Operable switching means in said second shunt 
circuit and the actuating circuit of the retarded 
action Switch respectively, arranged to open the 
latter as the former is closed, and vice versa. 

3. Automatic control apparatus as recited in 
claim 1, having in combination therewith a sec 
ond shunt circuit around said seat-operable 
SWitch, also arranged to supply current from 
Said Source to the electromagnetic means of the 
relay mechanism; an auxiliary circuit Supplied 
from Said current Source and including an in 
dicating means; and a three-pole manually oper 
able Switch, the three blades of which are respec 
tively included in and simultaneously control the 
actuating circuit of the retarded action switch, 
Said Second shunt circuit, and said auxiliary 
circuit, whereby said actuating circuit may be 
broken as the other two are closed, and vice 
WeSa. 

4. In automatic control apparatus for the elec 
trical System of a motor vehicle, which system 
includes alternate Sources of current comprising 
a battery and a generator, the combination of 
relay mechanism comprising a plurality of pairs 
Of normally open electrical contacts, and elec 
tromagnetic means arranged upon energization 
to simultaneously close all of said pairs of con 
tactS, One of Said pairs being interposed in the 
line from the battery to the ignition, lighting 
and accessory circuits of the vehicle to control 
flow of battery current thereto, and a second 
pair of Said relay contacts being interposed in 
a circuit of the generator to control flow of 
current therefrom to said vehicle circuits; a two 
position Seat-operable Switch having a contact 
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at each position and a blade member alternatively 
engageable With Such contacts according to 
whether the vehicle Seat is occupied or unoccu 
pied, a main energizing circuit Connected to Said 
electromagnetic means for Supplying current 
thereto, from the battery to initially energize 
Such means and from either current Source dur 
ing continued energization thereof, said circuit 
including the blade member and that contact 
of the Seat-operable Switch which is engaged by 
such blade member when the seat is occupied; 
and means for delaying de-energization of Said 
electromagnetic means and thereby the opening 
of Said relay contacts controlling flow of current 
from Said battery and generator to the vehicle 
ignition, lighting and accessory circuits for a 
determined interVal after the seat is vacated and 
Said main energizing circuit thus opened by the 
Seat-operable switch, Such delaying means com 
prising a thermostatic Switch having a heater 
element and a pair of normally closed thermally 
responsive electrical contacts adjacent thereto; 
a shunt circuit around said seat-operable switch 
COInnectible to Said electromagnetic means where 
by to Supply current thereto from said main 
energizing circuit, Such shunt circuit including 
Said contacts of the thermostatic switch and a 
third pair of Said relay contacts; and a heater 
Circuit fed by Said main energizing circuit and 
including a fourth pair of said relay contacts, 
the heater element of said thermostatic switch, 
and that contact of the seat-operable switch that 
is engaged by the blade member thereof when 
the Seat is unoccupied. 

5. In an automatic control apparatus for the 
electrical System of a notor vehicle, the combi 
nation of relay mechanism comprising a plurality 
of pairS of electrical contacts and electromagnetic 
ineans arranged upon energization to actuate 
Said pairs of contacts, one of the contacts of one 
of Said pairs being connectible to a source of 
Current and the other contact of such pair being 
Connectible to the ignition, lighting and acces 
SOry circuit lead of the System; a two-position 
Seat-operable Switch having a blade member and 
a contact engaged by Said blade when the seat 
is occupied, a nail energizing circuit including 
Said Source, Said blade inember, said seat switch 
contact and Said electromagnetic means; means 
for delaying de-energization of said electromag 
netic means after the Seat is vacated, such de 
laying means comprising a retarded action switch 
having a pair of contacts closed when the sea. 
is occupied and actuating means for effecting d 
delayed opening thereof when the seat is vacated; 
a shunt circuit around said seat-operable switch 
fed by Said main energizing circuit and con 
nectible to Said electromagnetic means, such 
Shunt circuit including said contacts of the re 
tarded action SWitch and a second pair of said 
relay contacts; and an actuating circuit for said 
retarded action Switch adapted to be energized 
When the Seat is vacated and contact between 
the blade and seat-operable switch contact is 
broken. 

JEROME C. MEYER. 
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